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The First Quarter 2016, the year to date change in the
S&P 500 was up 1.4%, and the index was within 1.6% of
its all-time high.
The U.S. economy has its issues, to be sure. Growth
continued at a 2.4% rate in 2015. The Fed remains
sufficiently concerned that it has reduced the expected
number of interest rate increases in 2016 from four to
two (giving some comfort to the financial markets). Job
growth in the First Quarter totaled 628,000 nationally,
keeping the employment picture at a steady rate of about
2.5 million annually. The unemployment rate has held
relatively flat at around 5% since last August. Inflation
remains benign, and has been under the Fed’s target
of 2% since 2012. This is not just an “oil price collapse”
phenomenon in the CPI; it is a story of moderate final
demand across the economy.
With Europe struggling since the Global Financial Crisis,
and the U.S. seeing modest recovery, many had bet on
Emerging Markets as the engine to pull the global economy
forward. However, the related shifts of China to a slower
growth path and the freefall in commodity prices made
all globally-connected economies more volatile in 2015.
The outlook for 2016, at least in the consensus of
economists, is “more of the same.” Expect a modest uptick
in inflation as we move toward mid-year, which will permit
the Fed to post at least one step up on interest rates by
the summer. The wild card domestically is the housing
market, which seems near a tipping point that will increase
home starts and sales significantly in 2016 and 2017. Look
for a better-than-expected improvement in employment
and spending, and a push of GDP growth closer to 3.0%
as homebuyers accelerate purchases of home appliances
and furnishings in conjunction with their housing buy.
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That is just a fraction of the City’s job gains, which measure
2.1%, or 108,400 jobs over the past year, according to
the most recent (February 2016) Bureau of Labor Statistics
figures. Office using sectors are up as well, with gains
of 26,400 in Business & Professional Services, 6,200 in
Information, and 5,300 in the Finance industries. With
subway ridership statistics showing a 1.9% increase for the
year, the trains look to be as crowded as the sidewalks.
This is what prosperity looks like.
BROAD-BASED JOB GAINS IN PAST 12 MONTHS
ACROSS KEY NYC INDUSTRY SECTORS
IN THOUSANDS OF JOBS
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MANHATTAN OFFICE MARKET
LEASING

GYRATIONS OF STOCK MARKET
HAVE NOT TRANSLATED INTO RISK FOR
MANHATTAN OFFICE MARKET
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Don’t count on much maneuvering space on the Manhattan
sidewalks this summer, as tourism surges above 59 million
visitors to New York this year. Air passenger traffic up in
January by 6.5% compared to a year earlier. Broadway
ticket sales through late March were up by double-digit
percentages. And travel is becoming a bit more economical
as a surge in new hotel rooms has softened the average
room price in the past year. The number of workers in the
hospitality and restaurant sector is up by 14,000 in the
past 12 months.
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Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics (CPI); Federal Reserve (Treasure Note Rate)

Real estate is a cyclical industry, a structural feature that it
is perilous to ignore. Manhattan has enjoyed a remarkably
stable period of occupancy since 2010, and the 7.8%
vacancy measured in the First Quarter 2016 is solidly in
the range of 7.4% to 8.6% we have seen over the first
half of this decade. Over that period of time, nearly ten
million square feet of new construction has been added to
the office stock. Right now, there is no indication that the
market will move out of its recent vacancy range during
the year ahead.

FIRST QUARTER 2016
OFFICE VACANCY AT 7.8% IN CENTER OF
RECENT RANGE
OVERALL MARKET VACANCY, IN PERCENT
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First Quarter 2016 New York city Office Market Report

INVESTMENT
Last year saw surging transaction volume for commercial
office assets across the United States, and New York City
was a major beneficiary of investment activity. The $4.8
billion in Manhattan office buildings in the January-March
period compares favorably to aggregate First Quarter
sales in both 2013 and in 2014. In both those years,
Manhattan office sales registered $20 billion.
The quality of the assets traded so far this year has been
excellent, leading to advances in average price per
square foot and even further cap rate compression. Over
the past twelve months, the median price per square foot
in Manhattan has been $925, more than four times as
high as the national median, and the median cap rate
has been 4.4%, compared with 6.6% for offices across
the U.S.
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ROBUST LEASING MARKET
HAS PROMPTED HISTORIC RENT CONVERGENCE
BETWEEN CLASS A AND B OFFICE SPACE

QUARTERLY DATA

ANNUAL DATA
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While attention to cycles is always prudent, recent
fluctuations in the Manhattan leasing market data are
more in the nature of statistical “noise” than a signal of a
new phase in the New York office real estate cycle.

REFLECTS MOST RECENT REVISIONS TO THE DATA SERIES
AS OF 3/31/16
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Drilling down into the data, we find interesting and
countervailing trends. Class A offices, influenced by recent
supply increases, have a somewhat higher vacancy, 8.7%
in the most recent quarter, but this is down from 9.9% a
year ago. Class B occupancies are tighter and have been
throughout the market recovery. But Class B vacancies
have now risen to 7.0% from just 5.8% in the First Quarter
of 2015. A tendency for companies to upgrade their
space as opportunities in newer properties emerge is
clearly part of the Manhattan market dynamic.

Source: CoStar

Buyers have been broadly - and fairly evenly – distributed
among the investor categories of international purchasers,
domestic institutions, and private equity sources. Two of
the largest sales nicely illustrate this. RXR Realty purchased
Five Times Square for $1.6 billion, or $1,452 per square
foot, and CalPERS in a joint venture with Commonwealth
Partners bought 787 Seventh Avenue for nearly $2
billion, or $1,138 per square foot. Also, MHP Real Estate
Services purchased 850 Third Avenue, a 617,000rsf Class
A building for $463,000,000 or $750psf with its partner
HNA Property Holdings. MHP and HNA now own more
than 1,000,000rsf together. Jamestown bought 50%
interests in 63 Madison Avenue and 200 Madison Avenue
in the mid-$600s per square foot price range, reflecting
a 3.5% cap rate on income in place.

DEVELOPMENT
Currently, 13.2 million square feet of new office space
is under construction, in 22 individual Manhattan office
developments. In any other city, that would portend a
space glut for years to come. In New York though, that is

SUMMARY MARKET STATISTICS
by Office Building Class
CLASS A: 461 buildings 326.5 million sq. ft. total
Vacancy 8.7% Average Rent $62.65 psf

CLASS B: 1,371 buildings 158.4 million sq. ft. total
Vacancy 7.0% Average Rent $59.75 psf

CLASS C: 1,935 buildings 71.5 million sq. ft. total
Vacancy 5.3% Average Rent $53.65 psf

■ CLASS A

■ CLASS B

■ CLASS C

Source: CoStar First Quarter 2016 Manhattan Office Report
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a mere 2.4% increase in the office inventory for
the period 2016 – 2019. It is the bare minimum
needed to accommodate demand growth over
the second half of this decade.
Development is shifting from Lower Manhattan
to Midtown, as the World Trade Center
development is nearing completion and Hudson
Yards is creating a new mixed-use neighborhood
at the northern end of the High Line. Remarkably,
the rebuilding in the downtown market has
seen the vacancy rate drop from 11.5% at the
end of 2013 to just 9.1% in the First Quarter
2016, as the TAMI (technology, advertising,
media and information) sector created a new
agglomeration in Lower Manhattan.

It is not yet clear what the profile of businesses
in Midtown 2020 will look like, but the 9.7
million square feet of new construction in
Midtown and Midtown South is coming at a
time when those districts have significant space
scarcity. Midtown’s vacancy rate is just 7.8%
and Midtown South is even tighter at 6.8%
vacancy. No wonder then that 7.6 million square
feet of the space coming on line in these districts
is already preleased.

TOP LEASES OF FIRST QUARTER 2016
Tenant

Submarket

Building

Sq. Ft.

McGraw-Hill Financial*

Financial District

55 Water Street

900,027

Citadel Investment Group

Plaza District

425 Park Avenue

211,400

Salesforce.com. Inc

Penn Plaza/Garment

Three Bryant Park

210,496

Facebook

Gramercy Park

American Woolen
Company Building

200,668

Bloomberg, LP* Omnicom

Plaza District

Bloomberg Tower

192,000

Group*

Grand Central

The News Building

167,003

UBS Group*

Plaza District

UBS Building

124,069

Facebook

Greenwich Village

770 Broadway

80,000

AOL

Greenwich Village

770 Broadway

75,000

Grovo Learning

Chelsea

50 West 23rd St.

70,140

TOTAL FOR TOP LEASES

2,230,802 SQ. FT.

Source: CoStar, Group Inc.
*Renewal
To subscribe to our quarterly STREET SMARTS newsletter, contact:
Edna Lassiter, elassiter@mhpnyc.com / 212.944.4747 or your exclusive MHP broker
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MHP has bought
and sold over $12
billion worth of
commercial
real estate.
MHP currently
owns, leases and
manages over 6
million square feet
of first-class office
space, and features
a 50 person strong
tenant rep practice
specializing in
office, retail
and sales. As a
full service firm,
with in-house
leasing, sales,
management, and
project/buildout
capabilities, MHP
has garnered a
reputation in New
York for quickly
transforming
properties
into profitable
investments.
This 44 year
track record has
enabled MHP to
establish long term
partnerships with
leading financial
institutions, pension
funds, and other
commercial lenders.
On a global scale,
MHP provides its
clients with access
to opportunities
in over 200 major
markets as the New
York affiliate of
TCN Worldwide.

